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A balanced incomplete block design (see [2]) may not exist for an arbitrary 
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The purpose of this paper Is to develop some notions related to measuring the balance of 
incomplete block designs and to present a set of parameters for which a certain type of 
incomplete block design called a regular graph design cannot exist. The nonex%tence of the 
design cannot be deduced from any currently available general theory. 
choice of v treatments, b blocks, k treatments per block, and r blocks containing 
each treatment. A simple reason which eliminates many choices of these 
parameters is that A = r(k - I)/@ - l), the number which sh4d be the number 
of blocks containing a pair of treatments, may not be an integer. In a design, 
possibly imbalanced, with w = tik, let I, be the number of blocks containing 
treatments i and j and let [a] be the greatest integer in A. e can use as a 
measure of imbalance the sum of squares 
0 = C (A, - [al)*. 
iCj 
OS . Let a0 = b(q) - [A](z). Then B 2 ao. Furthermore, u = a0 if and 
only if the design is a regular smaph design (see [3]); and in this case each A, is [A] 
0~ [a] + I. 
y counting the pairs (B, (i, j)) in two ways, where B is a block and i, j 
are treatments on B, we obtain C I, = b(i). Therefore, 
C (A, - [A])(A, - [a] - 1) = C (A, - [a])* - Go = 0 - oo, (11 
iCj icj 
which establishes the proposition. Cl 
e now examine all of the &j’s for i 
e regular graph design, let n 1 
occuring with i in [A] blocks and n2 the numbe 
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Then 
nl=([n]~i)(v-l)-r(k-l)=(v-l)([A]+l-l)>O, 
n2 = r(k - 1) - [ap(v -I)=(v-~(a--[alpo. 
is follows from nl + n2 = v - 1 and 
[A]nl + ([a] + 1)n2 = r(k - 1). 
n an incomplete block design let 6 BC be the number of treatments common to 
block and block C. In a balanced symmetric design each bBc would equal 
p = k(r - l)/(i, - 1). Generaiiy, however, ,6 is not an integer, and we may 
measure the block intersection imbalance with 
IT = x @sc - [8D2, 
BCC 
with B c t: taken with respect to any fixed iinear ordering of the blocks. 
guments dual to those for the AU’s show that r 2 r. = v(s) - [/T?](q) and that 
z = to if and only if each b BC is [Is] or [/3] + 1. Furthermore, in this case there will 
be hl = (b - I)([/31 -I- 1 - /!?) > 0 blocks intersecting a given block in [/3] treat- 
ments, and h2 = (6 - 1)(/3 - [/3]) 3 0 blocks intersecting it in [p] + 1 treatments. 
z- o = V(l)(l - 2181) - $)(I - 2[al) + ($312- (;)[a]? 
Consider the set of ordered quadruples (B, C, i, j) where B and C are 
different blocks and i and j are different reatments both on B and C. 3y counting 
se quadruples in two different ways we get 
bBCbC - , i~j 1~ 1) = C I-(A, - 1). 
BZC 
ence, 
P r,,:- 
r.: ‘SC-- z _< _- . iCj B-=C zap(;)-b(;). iCj 
a$ + 2[A] l x Aij - 2 [a]” 
iCj iCj icj 
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a regular graph design would be 8. en since z- cr= -1, t would be 7, a 
contradiction. 
symmetric designs with r~ =6=17 and k=~=6 we have 
t [iz]=[/!q=l, ao=z()= 119, and r - 0 = 0. For a regular graph 
design ral = hl = 2, and n2 = h2 = 14. lationships between ao, to, and z - 0 
do not prohibit a regular graph design. owever, we now give a combinatorial 
argument o show that such a design cannot exist. 
Suppose that there were such a design elete from it a ed block and from 
the remaining blocks delete all treatments that were in common with the tied 
block* This leaves a residual design with 11 treatments 1,2, . . . ,I1 arranged on 
two blocks of size 5 and fourteen blocks of size 4. Suppose that the deleted 
treatments are a, b, c, d, e, fi Then the only possible arrangement of the six 
deleted treatments on the original blocks (numbered O-16) is 
Block 
0 abcdef 
1 
2 ; 
3 * ab 
4 ac 
Block lock 
S ad 11 bf 
6 ae 12 cd 
7 nf 13 ce 
8 be 14 cf 
9 bd 15 de 
10 be 16 df 
In the residual design, b12 = 1 or 2. A complete search, based on the value of b12, 
has been carried out and shrews that this partial design cannot be extended to a 
design with CJ = a0 = 119. 
Because of equation (l), 0 - a, must be even. The minimum possible value for 
CJ is therefore 121. This value is reached by the following design. 
Block B!ock Block 
0 abcdef -5 bd 14811 11 6c3469 
1 ef2s4f 6 cd 15910 12 f 35810 
2 f 16789 df 23911 13 e367lO 
3 abl2610 8 cf 24710 14 af 45611 
4 acl3711 9 ad2578 15 ae489 10 
10 ce268 11 16 be57911 
The treatment pair of 10 and 11 does not occur on any block, an 
are disjoint. The design is se1 
and generated by (10 ll)(l 
guide, we can label the treat 
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